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TRANSFORMING TIDAL ENERGY
Creating a commercial, bankable tidal energy sector
Tidal energy is a significant potential source of
sustainable, predictable, low-cost energy. With
a global ocean energy market worth £76bn, it’s
estimated that marine energy could contribute
billions to the UK economy by 2050, offering strong
business growth and job creation opportunities.

€20.2M

Investment in tidal
energy

But our ability to extract energy from tides is at an
early stage of technology development and so the
challenge faced is our ability to extract that energy
economically, and compete with other sources of
energy generation.
The EnFAIT project is focusing on scaling up Nova
Innovation’s existing operational Shetland tidal
turbine array of three 100kW devices, minimising
development risk and generating results from day
one.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
Enabling Future Arrays in Tidal (EnFAIT) is an
EU €20.2 million flagship tidal energy project.
It aims to demonstrate the development,
operation and decommissioning of the world’s
largest tidal array (six turbines) over a five-year
period to prove a cost reduction pathway for
tidal energy and that it can be cost competitive
with other forms of renewable energy.

• captures and disseminates substantial
learning on fundamental issues for the
ocean energy industry;
• builds investor confidence; and
• takes a significant step towards creating a
commercial, bankable tidal energy sector.

The project partnership of nine European
companies, led by Scottish tidal energy
developer Nova Innovation, will demonstrate a
grid-connected tidal energy array that:

The project commenced in July 2017 and will
run until June 2022.

• delivers a step change in the lifetime cost of
energy for tidal power;
• proves that high array reliability and
availability can be achieved with best
practice maintenance regimes;
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EU FLAGSHIP
PROJECT
Transforming the sector

In a world-first, turbines in the array will be repositioned
during the project to explore the effects of array configuration
on efficiency and on reducing the cost of energy, with
computer modelling software used to determine the most
efficient and effective array layout.
This project represents a major step change in the
development of the European tidal energy sector, and will
demonstrate the strong business growth opportunities for
companies coming from a maturing tidal energy market. It
will build investor confidence in tidal energy and make a
significant step towards creating a commercial, bankable tidal
energy sector.

This project will prove that the
reliability and availability of tidal
energy arrays can be increased
significantly and that we can
reduce the cost of tidal energy
by at least 40%.
– Simon Forrest, CEO Nova Innovation
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